Who Let The Gods Out

Elliot's mum is ill and his home is under threat, but a shooting star
crashes to earth and changes his life forever. The star is Virgo - a young
Zodiac goddess on a mission. But the pair accidentally release Thanatos,
a wicked death daemon imprisoned beneath Stonehenge, and must then
turn to the old Olympian gods for help. After centuries of cushy
retirement on earth, are Zeus and his crew up to the task of saving the
world - and solving Elliot's problems too?

Author
(and why she thinks you should read her book)
Maz Evans

For Fans Of:
Roald Dahl
Percy Jackson and the Lightning Thief
The Many Worlds of Albie Bright

Reviews

Extract

Beetle Boy

Darkus is miserable. His dad has disappeared, and now he is living next
door to the most disgusting neighbours ever. A giant beetle called Baxter
comes to his rescue. But can the two solve the mystery of his dad's
disappearance, especially when links emerge to cruel Lucretia Cutter and
her penchant for beetle jewellery? A coffee-mug mountain, home to a
million insects, could provide the answer - if Darkus and Baxter are brave
enough to find it.

Author
(and why she thinks you should read her book)
MG Leonard

For Fans Of:
James and the Giant Peach
The Last Wild
Time Travelling With a Hamster

Reviews

Extract

A Girl Called Owl

It's bad enough having a mum dippy enough to name you Owl, but when you've got
a dad you've never met, a best friend who needs you more than ever, and a new boy
at school giving you weird looks, there's not a lot of room for much else.
So when Owl starts seeing strange frost patterns on her skin, she's tempted to just
burrow down under the duvet and forget all about it. Could her strange new powers
be linked to her mysterious father?And what will happen when she enters the
magical world of winter for the first time?

Author
(and why she thinks you should read her book)
Amy Wilson

For Fans Of:
The Lion, The Witch and The Wardrobe
The Dreamsnatcher
The Girl of Ink and Stars

Reviews

Extract

The Last Wild

In a world where animals no longer exist, twelve-year-old Kester Jaynes
sometimes feels like he hardly exists either. Locked away in a home for
troubled children, he's told there's something wrong with him. So when he
meets a flock of talking pigeons and a bossy cockroach, Kester thinks he's
finally gone a bit mad. But the animals have something to say...The pigeons fly
Kester to a wild place where the last creatures in the land have survived. A
wise stag needs Kester's help, and together they must embark on a great
journey, joined along the way by an over-enthusiastic wolf-cub, a spoilt showcat, a dancing harvest mouse and a stubborn girl named Polly. The animals
saved Kester Jaynes. But can Kester save the animals?

Author
(and why he thinks you should read his book)
Piers Torday

For Fans Of:
The Lion, The Witch and The Wardrobe
Beetle Boy
James and the Giant Peach

Reviews

Extract

Cogheart

When 13-year-old Lily's inventor father vanishes after a Zeppelin crash,
Lily's determined to hunt down the truth behind his disappearance,
helped by Robert, the local clockmaker's son, and her wily mechanical
fox Malkin. But shadowy figures are closing in and treachery lurks among
the smoky spires of London - along with a life-changing secret. Be swept
away by airships and flabbergasted by dastardly plots in this
extraordinary and wildly imaginative debut, bursting with invention and
adventure.

Author
(and why he thinks you should read his book)
Peter Bunzl

For Fans Of:
Northern Lights
Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone
Clockwork

Reviews

Extract

The Apprentice Witch

Arianwyn fluffs her witch's assessment. Awarded the
dull bronze disc of an apprentice - to the glee of her
arch-rival, Gimma - she's sent to protect the remote,
dreary town of Lull. But her new life is far from boring.
Author
(and why he thinks you should read his book)
James Nicol

For Fans Of:
The Worst Witch
Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone
The Lion, The Witch and The Wardrobe

Reviews

Extract

A Room Full Of Chocolate

Grace's fun-loving Mum has found a lump. Her north London world of sleepovers,
tap dancing and playing the clarinet fall apart when she is sent to live with her
grumpy old granddad on his farm in Yorkshire while her mother goes into hospital to
get better. Grace misses her mother so much it hurts, and doesn't quite understand
what is happening to her. And things go from bad to worse when she starts school
and becomes the bullies' latest target. But Grace is no longer alone when she meets
Rainbow Girl Megan and her pig, Claude - when she's with them she feels as if she
can confront anything. At Easter time when Grace misses her mum the most, she
knows she must find a way to get to London. With Megan's help, she hatches a plan
to run away that involves Claude, chocolate Easter eggs and a risky ID swap. But it's
all worth it if it means that she finally gets to see her mum.

Author
(and why she thinks you should read her book)
Jane Elson

For Fans Of:
The Girl Who Walked On Air
A Boy Called Hope
A Library of Lemons

Reviews
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The Goldfish Boy

Twelve-year-old Matthew is trapped in his bedroom by crippling OCD,
spending most of his time staring out of his window as the inhabitants of
Chestnut Close go about their business. Until the day he is the last person to
see his next-door neighbour's toddler, Teddy, before he goes missing.
Matthew must turn detective and unravel the mystery of Teddy's
disappearance - with the help of a brilliant cast of supporting characters.

Author
(and why she thinks you should read her book)
Lisa Thompson

For Fans Of:
Wonder
Mystery stories
The Bubble Boy

Reviews
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Just Call Me Spaghetti-Hoop
Boy

Adam Butters is happy with his adoptive family but that doesn’t mean he
doesn’t feel like a part of him is missing. Especially when he finds his birth
certificate with his original name, Ace, on. He has two names, two identities –
just like a Superhero!
And Adam is determined to be superhero. He’s going to save a life, help
animals and old people, and make everyone happy. He thinks this will make
his adoptive mum stop being so sad and his real mum want him again. But it’s
not the easiest of superhero missions, and it takes a painful discovery for him
to realise you don’t have to be super to be a hero.

Author
(and why she thinks you should read her book)
Lara Williamson

For Fans Of:
Time Travelling With A Hamster
Who Let The Gods Out?
The Many Worlds of Albie Bright

Reviews
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The Bubble Boy

Eleven-year-old Joe can't remember a life outside of his hospital room, with its
beeping machines and view of London's rooftops. His condition means he's
not allowed outside, not even for a moment, and his few visitors risk bringing
life-threatening germs inside his 'bubble'. But then someone new enters his
world and changes it for ever.
The Bubble Boy is the story of how Joe spends his days, copes with his
loneliness and frustrations, and looks - with superhero-syle bravery, curiosity
and hope - to a future without limits. Expect superheroes, super nurses and a
few tears from this truly unique story.

Author
(and why he thinks you should read his book)
Stewart Foster

For Fans Of:
Wonder
The Goldfish Boy
A Boy Called Hope

Reviews

Extract

There May Be A Castle

Eleven-year-old Mouse is travelling to see his grandparents on Christmas Eve
with his mother and two sisters. But it's snowing, and visibility is bad, and the
car goes off the road, and crashes. Mouse is thrown from the car. When he
wakes, he's not in his world any more. He meets a sheep named Bar, who can
only say Baaa, and a sarcastic horse named Nonky, who is a surprising mix of
his beloved toy horse and his older sister. So begins a quest to find a castle in
a world of wonder - a world of monsters, minstrels, dangerous knights and
mysterious wizards; a world of terrifying danger but also more excitement
than Mouse has ever known.

Author
(and why he thinks you should read his book)
Piers Torday

For Fans Of:
The Lion, The Witch and The Wardrobe
Beetle Boy
A Girl Called Owl

Reviews

Extract

Wonder

Auggie wants to be an ordinary ten-year-old. He does ordinary things - eating
ice cream, playing on his Xbox. He feels ordinary - inside. But ordinary kids
don't make other ordinary kids run away screaming in playgrounds. Ordinary
kids aren't stared at wherever they go. Born with a terrible facial abnormality,
Auggie has been home-schooled by his parents his whole life. Now, for the
first time, he's being sent to a real school - and he's dreading it. All he wants is
to be accepted - but can he convince his new classmates that he's just like
them, underneath it all?

Author
RJ Palacio

For Fans Of:
The Bubble Boy
The Goldfish Boy
Firegirl

Reviews

Extract

Stig Of The Dump

Barney is a solitary little boy, given to wandering off by himself. One day he is
lying on the edge of a disused chalk-pit when it gives way and he lands in a
sort of cave. Here he meets 'somebody with a lot of shaggy hair and two
bright black eyes' wearing a rabbit skin and speaking in grunts. He names him
Stig. Of course nobody believes Barney when he tells his family all about Stig,
but for Barney cave-man Stig is totally real. They become great friends,
learning each others ways and embarking on a series of unforgettable
adventures.

Author
Clive King

For Fans Of:
Tom’s Midnight Garden
The Borrowers
Skellig

Reviews
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Once

For three years and eight months Felix has lived in a convent orphanage high
in the mountains in Poland. But Felix is different from the other orphans. He is
convinced his parents are still alive and will come back to get him. When a
group of Nazi soldiers come and burn the nuns' books, Felix is terrified that his
Jewish, bookseller parents will also be in danger. After escaping from the
orphanage, Felix embarks on a long and dangerous journey through Nazi
occupied Poland, befriending a little orphan girl called Zelda and a kindly
dentist, Barney, who hides and cares for Jewish children. But when the Nazis
discover them, Barney makes the ultimate sacrifice for the children.

Author
Morris Gleitzman

For Fans Of:
Carrie’s War
Goodnight Mr Tom
The Boy in the Striped Pajamas

Reviews

Extract

Holes

Stanley Yelnats' family has a history of bad luck, so when a miscarriage of
justice sends him to Camp Green Lake Juvenile Detention Centre (which isn't
green and doesn't have a lake) he is not surprised. Every day he and the other
inmates are told to dig a hole, five foot wide by five foot deep, reporting
anything they find. The evil warden claims that it is character building, but this
is a lie and Stanley must dig up the truth.

Author
Louis Sachar

For Fans Of:
Wonder
Once
Millions

Reviews
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A Library Of Lemons

Calypso's mum died a few years ago and her emotionally incompetent Dad can't, or
won't, talk about Mum at all. Instead he throws himself into writing his book A
History of the Lemon. Meanwhile the house is dusty, there's never any food in the
fridge, and Calypso retreats into her own world of books and fiction. When a new
girl, Mae, arrives at school, the girls' shared love of reading and writing stories draws
them together. Mae's friendship and her lively and chaotic home - where people
argue and hug each other - make Calypso feel more normal than she has for a long
time. But when Calypso finally plucks up the courage to invite Mae over to her own
house, the girls discover the truth about her dad and his magnum opus - and
Calypso's happiness starts to unravel.

Author
(and why she thinks you should read her book)
Jo Cotterill

For Fans Of:
A Room Full of Chocolate
The Secret Garden
A Girl Called Owl

Reviews

Extract

Goodnight Mister Tom

Young Willie Beech is evacuated to the country as Britain stands on the brink
of the Second World War. A sad, deprived child, he slowly begins to flourish
under the care of old Tom Oakley - but his new-found happiness is shattered
by a summons from his mother back in London.

Author
Michelle Magorian

For Fans Of:

The Boy In The Striped Pajamas
Once
Carrie’s War

Reviews
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Inside Out & Back Again

Ha has only ever known Saigon: the thrills of its markets, the joy of its
traditions, and the warmth of her friends close by. But now the Vietnam War
has reached her home. Ha and her family are forced to flee as Saigon falls, and
they board a ship headed towards hope…towards America.

Author
Thannha Lai

For Fans Of:
The Crossover
Once
Wonder

Reviews

Extract

The Secret Of Nightingale Wood

1919. Henry moves to the countryside with her family, scarred by her
brother's untimely death. All alone, with only stories for company, Henry
discovers that Hope House is full of strange secrets: a forgotten attic, ghostly
figures, mysterious firelight that flickers in the trees beyond the garden. Her
only friends are characters from her favourite books - until, one day, she
wanders into the woods and meets Moth, a striking witch-like woman.
Together they form a bond that could help Henry save her family and
overcome her grief.

Author
(and why she thinks you should read her book)
Lucy Strange

For Fans Of:
The Lion, The Witch and The Wardrobe
The Secret Garden
Strange Star

Reviews

Extract

The Many Worlds Of Albie Bright

When Albie's mum dies, it's natural he should wonder where she's gone. His
parents are both scientists and they usually have all the answers. Dad mutters
something about Albie's mum being alive and with them in a parallel universe.
So Albie finds a box, his mum's computer and a rotting banana, and sends
himself through time and space to find her...

Author
(and why he thinks you should read his book)
Christopher Edge

For Fans Of:
Time Travelling With A Hamster
Phoenix
George’s Secret Key To The Universe

Reviews

Extract

Journey To The River Sea

It is 1910 and Maia, tragically orphaned at thirteen, has been sent from
England to start a new life with distant relatives in Manaus, hundreds of miles
up the Amazon. She is accompanied by an eccentric and mysterious governess
who has secret reasons of her own for making the journey. Both soon discover
an exotic world bursting with new experiences in Journey to the River Sea, Eva
Ibbotson's highly colourful, joyous adventure.

Author
Eva Ibbotson

For Fans Of:
The Jungle Book
Floodlands
Cogheart

Reviews

Extract

Room 13

Somebody was in there. Somebody - or some thing...There is no room thirteen
in the creepy Crow's Nest Hotel, where Fliss and her friends are staying on a
school trip. Or is there? For at the stroke of midnight, something peculiar
happens to the door of the linen cupboard next to room l2. And something is
happening to Ellie-May Sunderland, too - something very sinister...

Author
Robert Swindells

For Fans Of:
A Monster Calls
Eren
Clockwork

Reviews

Extract

Five On A Treasure Island

There was something else out on the sea by the rocks - something dark that
seemed to lurch out of the waves ...What could it be?' Julian, Dick and Anne
are spending the holidays with their tomboy cousin George and her dog,
Timothy. One day, George takes them to explore nearby Kirrin Island, with its
rocky little coast and old ruined castle on the top. Over on the island, they
make a thrilling discovery, which leads them deep into the dungeons of Kirrin
Castle on a dangerous adventure. Who - and what - will they find there?

Author
Enid Blyton

For Fans Of:
The Goldfish Boy
The London Eye Mystery
The Secret Seven

Reviews

Extract

Street Child

When his mother dies, Jim Jarvis is left all alone in London. He is sent to the
workhouse but quickly escapes, choosing a hard life on the streets of the city
over the confines of the workhouse walls. Struggling to survive, Jim finally
finds some friends...only to be snatched away and made to work for the
remorselessly cruel Grimy Nick, constantly guarded by his vicious dog, Snipe.
Will Jim ever manage to be free?

Author
Berlie Doherty

For Fans Of:
The Diamond Of Drury Lane
Oliver Twist
Kensuke’s Kingdon

Reviews

Extract

Percy Jackson And The Lightning
Thief

Look, I didn't want to be a half-blood. I never asked to be the son of a Greek
God. I was just a normal kid, going to school, playing basketball,
skateboarding. The usual. Until I accidentally vaporized my maths teacher.
Now I spend my time battling monsters and generally trying to stay alive.

Author
Rick Riordan

For Fans Of:
Who Let The Gods Out
Harry Potter
The Hobbit

Reviews

Extract

Millions

Two brothers, Damian and Anthony, are unwittingly caught up in a train
robbery during Britain's countdown to joining the Euro. Suddenly finding
themselves with a vast amount of cash, the boys have just one glorious,
appalling dilemma - how to spend it in the few days before it becomes
worthless.
Torn between the vices of buying a million pizzas and the virtues of ending
world poverty, the boys soon discover that being rich is a mug's game. For not
only is the clock ticking - the bungling bank robbers are closing in too. Pizzas
or World Peace - what would you choose?

Author
Frank Cottrell-Boyce

For Fans Of:
Framed
The London Eye Mystery
Holes

Reviews
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Time Travelling With A Hamster

My dad died twice. Once when he was thirty nine and again four years later
when he was twelve. The first time had nothing to do with me. The second
time definitely did, but I would never even have been there if it hadn't been
for his 'time machine'...
When Al Chaudhury discovers his late dad's time machine, he finds that going
back to the 1980s requires daring and imagination. It also requires lies, theft,
burglary, and setting his school on fire. All without losing his pet hamster, Alan
Shearer...

Author
(and why he thinks you should read his book)
Ross Welford

For Fans Of:
The Many Worlds Of Albie Bright
Phoenix
George’s Secret Key To The Universe

Reviews

Extract

Cloud Busting

Despite his Mum's insistence, Sam doesn't want to be friends with Davey, he
thinks Davey's a first class, grade A, top of the dung heap moron. But one day
Davey saves Sam's life and a bond is formed between them. Sam is still
embarrassed to be seen with Davey, but little by little he has to admit, when
it's just the two of them, Davey is a lot of fun. But then something terrible
happens to Davey...

Author
Malorie Blackman

For Fans Of:
Wonder
The Crossover
Inside Out and Back Again

Reviews

Extract

Harry Potter And The Philosopher’s
Stone

When a letter arrives for unhappy but ordinary Harry Potter, a decade-old
secret is revealed to him that apparently he's the last to know. His parents
were wizards, killed by a Dark Lord's curse when Harry was just a baby, and
which he somehow survived. Leaving his unsympathetic aunt and uncle for
Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry, Harry stumbles upon a sinister
mystery when he finds a three-headed dog guarding a room on the third floor.
Then he hears of a missing stone with astonishing powers, which could be
valuable, dangerous - or both.

Author
JK Rowling

For Fans Of:
Who Let The Gods Out
Percy Jackson And The Lightning Thief
The Hobbit

Reviews

Extract

Kensuke’s Kingdom

I heard the wind above me in the sails. I remember thinking, this is silly, you
haven't got your safety harness on, you haven't got your lifejacket on. You
shouldn't be doing this...I was in the cold of the sea before I could even open
my mouth to scream. Washed up on an island in the Pacific, Michael struggles
to survive on his own. With no food and no water, he curls up to die. When he
wakes, there is a plate beside him of fish, of fruit, and a bowl of fresh water.
He is not alone...

Author
Michael Morpurgo

For Fans Of:
Robinson Crusoe
Journey To The River Sea
Treasure Island

Reviews

Extract

The Crossover

12-year-old Josh and his twin Jordan have basketball in their blood. They're
kings of the court, star players for their school team. Their father used to be a
champion player and they each want nothing more than to follow in his
footsteps. Both on and off the court, there is conflict and hardship which will
test Josh's bond with his brother. In this heartfelt novel in verse, the boys find
that life doesn't come with a play-book and it's not all about winning.

Author
Kwame Alexander

For Fans Of:
Jamie Johnson
Cloud Busting
Wonder

Reviews

Extract

Phoenix

Matilda Wormwood's father thinks she's a little scab. Matilda's mother spends
all afternoon playing bingo. And Matilda's headmistress Miss Trunchbull?
Well, she's the worst of all. She is a big bully, who thinks all her pupils are
rotten and locks them in the dreaded Chokey. As for Matilda, she's an
extraordinary little girl with a magical mind - and now she's had enough. So all
these grown-ups had better watch out, because Matilda is going to teach
them a lesson they'll never forget.

Author
Roald Dahl

For Fans Of:
Percy Jackson And The Lightning Thief
Who Let The Gods Out
Harry Potter And The Philosopher’s Stone

Reviews

Extract

Phoenix

The supernova is coming ...one boy alone can save the galaxy! Lucky thinks
he's an ordinary Human boy. But one night, he dreams that the stars are
singing - and wakes to find an uncontrollable power rising inside him. Now
he's on the run, racing through space, searching for answers. In a galaxy at
war, where Humans and Aliens are deadly enemies, the only people who can
help him are an Alien starship crew - and an Alien warrior girl, with neon
needles in her hair. Together, they must find a way to save the galaxy. For
Lucky is not the only one in danger. His destiny and the fate of the universe
are connected in the most explosive way...

Author
SF Said

For Fans Of:
The Many Worlds Of Albie Bright
George’s Secret Key To The Universe
Percy Jackson And The Lightning Thief

Reviews

Extract

Varjak Paw

Varjak Paw is a Mesopotamian Blue kitten. He lives high up in an old house on
a hill. He's never left home, but then his grandfather tells him about the Way a secret martial art for cats. Now Varjak must use the Way to survive in a city
full of dangerous dogs, cat gangs and, strangest of all the mysterious
Vanishings.

Author
SF Said

For Fans Of:
The Many Worlds Of Albie Bright
George’s Secret Key To The Universe
Percy Jackson And The Lightning Thief

Reviews

Extract

Charlotte’s Web

This is the story of a little girl named Fern who loved a little pig named Wilbur
and of Wilbur's dear friend, Charlotte A. Cavatica, a beautiful large grey
spider. With the unlikely help of Templeton the rat, and a wonderfully clever
plan of her own, Charlotte saves the life of Wilbur, who by this time has grown
up to be quite a pig.

Author
EB White

For Fans Of:
The Sheep Pig
The Last Wild
Matilda

Reviews

Extract

The Huntress: Sea

In the sky, the fire spirits dance and ripple. Grandma says they showed our
Tribe that I'd be a captain, before I was even born. Ever since Ma died, Mouse
has looked after her little brother, Sparrow, dreaming of her destiny as
captain of the Huntress. But now Da's missing, Sparrow is in danger, and a
deathly cold is creeping across Trianukka

Author
(and why she thinks you should read her book)
Sarah Driver

For Fans Of:
The Girl Of Ink And Stars
Cogheart
Percy Jackson And The Lightning Thief

Reviews
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Alice’s Adventures In
Wonderland

T he tale of Alice, who follows a curious White Rabbit down a hole and falls
into Wonderland, a fantastical place where nothing is quite as it seems:
animals talk, nonsensical characters confuse, Mad Hatters throw tea parties
and the Queen plays croquet. Alice’s attempts to find her way home become
increasingly bizarre, infuriating and amazing in turn.

Author
Lewis Carroll

For Fans Of:
Matilda
The Secret Garden
Harry Potter

Reviews
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The Lion, The Witch And
The Wardrobe

Four adventurous siblings―Peter, Susan, Edmund, and Lucy Pevensie― step
through a wardrobe door and into the land of Narnia, a land frozen in eternal
winter and enslaved by the power of the White Witch. But when almost all
hope is lost, the return of the Great Lion, Aslan, signals a great change . . . and
a great sacrifice.

Author
CS Lewis

For Fans Of:
Alice In Wonderland
The Hobbit
How To Train Your Dragon

Reviews
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Artemis Fowl

Twelve-year-old villain, Artemis Fowl, is the most ingenious criminal
mastermind in history. His bold and daring plan is to hold a leprechaun to
ransom. But he's taking on more than he bargained for when he kidnaps
Captain Holly Short of the LEPrecon (Lower Elements Police Reconnaissance
Unit). For a start, leprechaun technology is more advanced than our own. Add
to that the fact that Holly is a true heroine and that her senior officer
Commander Root will stop at nothing to get her back and you've got the
mother of all sieges brewing!

Author
Eoin Colfer

For Fans Of:
Harry Potter
Phoenix
The Many Worlds Of Albie Bright

Reviews
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Clockwork

Tick, tock, tick, tock! Some stories are like that. Once you've wound them up,
nothing will stop them ...A tormented apprentice clock-maker, a deadly
mechanical knight in armour - and the sinister Dr Kalmenius, who some say is
the devil ...Wind up these characters, fit them into a story on a cold winter's
evening, with the snow swirling down, and suddenly life and the story begin to
merge in a peculiarly macabre - and unstoppable - way. Almost like
clockwork...

Author
Philip Pullman

For Fans Of:
Cogheart
Eren
A Monster Calls

Reviews
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The Secret Garden

It was the sweetest, most mysterious-looking place any one could imagine.
When spoiled, rude Mary Lennox is sent to live in her uncle's lonely house on
the moors, she is miserable and alone. Then one day she discovers the key to
a locked garden, and she discovers the beauty that life can offer.

Author
Frances Hodgson Burnett

For Fans Of:
The Secret Of Nightingale Wood
Cogheart
A Little Princess

Reviews
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Skellig

When a move to a new house coincides with his baby sister's illness, Michael's
world seems suddenly lonely and uncertain. Then he stumbles into the old,
ramshackle garage, and finds something magical. A strange creature - part
owl, part angel, a being who needs Michael's help if he is to survive. With his
new friend Mina, Michael nourishes Skellig back to health, while his baby
sister languishes in the hospital. But Skellig is far more than he at first
appears, and as he helps Michael breathe life into his tiny sister, Michael's
world changes for ever ...

Author
David Almond

For Fans Of:
Eren
A Monster Calls
Clockwork

Reviews
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The Girl Of Ink And Stars

Forbidden to leave her island, Isabella dreams of the faraway lands her
cartographer father once mapped. When her friend disappears, she
volunteers to guide the search. The world beyond the walls is a monster-filled
wasteland - and beneath the dry rivers and smoking mountains, a fire demon
is stirring from its sleep. Soon, following her map, her heart and an ancient
myth, Isabella discovers the true end of her journey: to save the island itself.

Author
(and why she thinks you should read her book)
Kiran Millwood Hargrave

For Fans Of:
The Dreamsnatcher
The Lion, The Witch And The Wardrobe
Cogheart

Reviews

Extract

The Island At The End Of
Everything

Amihan lives on Culion Island, where some of the inhabitants - including her
mother - have leprosy. Ami loves her home - with its blue seas and lush
forests, Culion is all she has ever known. But the arrival of malicious
government official Mr Zamora changes her world forever: islanders
untouched by sickness are forced to leave. Banished across the sea, she's
desperate to return, and finds a strange and fragile hope in a colony of
butterflies. Can they lead her home before it's too late?
.

Author
(and why she thinks you should read her book)
Kiran Millwood Hargrave

For Fans Of:
The Dreamsnatcher
The Girl Of Ink And Stars
A Monster Calls
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The Nowhere Emporium

When the mysterious Nowhere Emporium arrives in Glasgow, orphan Daniel
Holmes stumbles upon it quite by accident. Before long, the 'shop from
nowhere' -- and its owner, Mr Silver -- draw Daniel into a breathtaking world
of magic and enchantment. Recruited as Mr Silver's apprentice, Daniel learns
the secrets of the Emporium's vast labyrinth of passageways and rooms -rooms that contain wonders beyond anything Daniel has ever imagined. But
when Mr Silver disappears, and a shadow from the past threatens everything,
the Emporium and all its wonders begin to crumble.
Can Daniel save his home, and his new friends, before the Nowhere
Emporium is destroyed forever?

Author
Ross Mackenzie

For Fans Of:
Ned’s Circus Of Marvels
Harry Potter
Cogheart

Reviews
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Oranges In No Man’s Land

Since her father left Lebanon to find work and her mother tragically died in a
shell attack, ten-year-old Ayesha has been living in the bomb-ravaged city of
Beirut with her granny and her two younger brothers. When Granny falls
desperately ill Ayesha sets off on a terrifying journey across no man's land to
reach a doctor living in enemy territory.

Author
Elizabeth Laird

For Fans Of:
Once
A Long Walk To Water
The Island At The End Of Everything
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Rooftoppers

Everyone thinks that Sophie is an orphan. True, there were no other recorded
female survivors from the shipwreck which left baby Sophie floating in the
English Channel in a cello case, but Sophie remembers seeing her mother
wave for help. Her guardian tells her it is almost impossible that her mother is
still alive, but that means still possible. You should never ignore a possible. So
when the Welfare Agency writes to her guardian threatening to send Sophie
to an orphanage, she takes matters into her own hands and flees to Paris to
look for her mother, starting with the only clue she has - the address of the
cello maker. Evading the French authorities, she meets Matteo and his
network of rooftoppers - urchins who live in the sky. Together they scour the
city for Sophie's mother before she is caught and sent back to London, and
most importantly before she loses hope.

Author
Katherine Rundell

For Fans Of:
The Last Wild
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George’s Secret Key To The
Universe

Allows readers to take a roller coaster ride through the vastness of space and
discover the mysteries of physics, science and the universe with George, his
new friends next door - the scientist Eric and his daughter, Annie - and a
super-intelligent computer called Cosmos, which can take them to the edge of
a black hole and back again.

Authors
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Shadow Forest

Samuel Blink is the hero of this story, but he doesn't know it yet. Right now,
he and his sister Martha are in the back of his parents car. He has no idea a
giant log is about to fall from the sky and change his life forever. He doesn't
know that he and Martha will be forced to move to Norway and eat their Aunt
Eda's smelly brown cheese. He hasn't the slightest clue Martha will disappear
into Shadow Forest. It is a forest full of one-eyed trolls, the sinister huldrefolk, deadly Truth Pixies and a witch who steals shadows - a forest ruled by the
evil Changemaker. It is a forest so dangerous that people who enter never
return. No. Samuel Blink doesn't know any of this. So don't tell him. It might
ruin the book ...

Author
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The London Eye Mystery

11.32am. Ted and his sister Kat watch their cousin Salim get on board the
London Eye. The pod rises from the ground, high above the city. 12.02am. The
pod lands and the doors open. Everyone exits - everyone but Salim. Has he
spontaneously combusted? (Ted's theory.) Has he been kidnapped? (Aunt
Gloria's theory.) Is he even still alive? (The family's unspoken fear.) Even the
police are baffled - so it's up to Ted, whose brain runs on its own unique
operating system, to solve this mystery and find Salim. Teaming up with Kat,
Ted follows a trail of clues across London - while time ticks dangerously by...

Author
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The Dreamsnatcher

Twelve-year-old Molly Pecksniff wakes one night in the middle of the forest,
lured there by a recurring nightmare - the one with the drums and the rattles
and the masks. The Dreamsnatcher is waiting. He has already taken her
dreams and now he wants her life. Because Moll is more important than she
knows...The Oracle Bones foretold that she and Gryff, a wildcat that has
always been by her side, are the only ones who can fight back against the
Dreamsnatcher's dark magic. Suddenly everything is at stake, and Moll is
drawn into a world full of secrets, magic and adventure.
.

Author
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Flour Babies

When the annual school science fair comes round, Mr Cartwright's class
don't get the soap factory, or the maggot farm, or the exploding custard
tins. They get the flour babies - sweet little bags of flour that must be
treated gently.

Author
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The Wolves Of Willoughby
Chase

Set in 1832, at a time in English history that never happened, when Good King James
III was on the throne and the frozen North Country was full of wolves, a little girl
called Bonnie was waiting at dusk for her orphan cousin Sylvia to come from London
to keep her company, and for the arrival of her new guardian who is in charge when
her parents go abroad.
The guardian Miss Slighcarp turns out to be as wicked as the wolves that roam
outside. She shuts Bonnie in a cupboard, put some orphans inthe dungeons and
dismisses all the kind servants. And then she sends Bonnie and Sylvia far away where
they would never be found in order to steal their home, but she doesn't know how
clever and resourceful the little girls are

Author
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When Hitler Stole Pink
Rabbit

That is what happened to Anna in 1933. She was nine years old
when it began, too busy to take much notice of political posters,
but out of them glared the face of Adolf Hitler, the man who would
soon change the whole of Europe – starting with her own small life.

Author
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How To Train Your Dragon

The story begins in the first volume of Hiccup's How to Train Your Dragon
memoirs...Hiccup Horrendous Haddock III was an awesome sword-fighter, a
dragon-whisperer and the greatest Viking Hero who ever lived. But it wasn't
always like that. In fact, in the beginning, Hiccup Horrendous Haddock III was
the most put upon Viking you'd ever seen. Not loud enough to make himself
heard at dinner with his father, Stoick the Vast; not hard enough to beat his
chief rival, Snotlout, at Bashyball, the number one school sport and
CERTAINLY not stupid enough to go into a cave full of dragons to find a
pet...It's time for Hiccup to learn how to be a Hero.

Author
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Pax

Pax was only a kit when his family was killed and he was rescued by 'his boy',
Peter. Now the country is at war and when his father enlists, Peter has no
choice but to move in with his grandfather. Far worse than leaving home is
the fact that he has to leave Pax behind. But before Peter spends even one
night under his grandfather's roof he sneaks out into the night, determined to
find his beloved friend.

Author
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My Brother Is A Superhero

Luke is a comic-mad eleven-year old who shares a treehouse with his geeky
older brother, Zack. Luke's only mistake is to go for a wee right at the wrong
time. While he's gone, an alien gives his undeserving, never-read-a-comic-inhis-life brother superpowers and then tells him to save the universe. Luke is
massively annoyed about this, but when Zack is kidnapped by his archnemesis, Luke and his friends have only five days to find him and save the
world...

Author
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Black Powder

England, 1605. 12-year-old Tom must save his father from hanging. He falls in
with a mysterious stranger - the Falcon - who promises to help him in
exchange for his service. But on the long journey to London, Tom discovers
the Falcon's true mission - and a plot to blow up Parliament with barrels of
black powder. Tom faces a terrible decision: secure his father's release, or
stop the assassination of the king ...

Author
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Mortal Engines

In a world where moving cities trawl the globe, Tom and Hester have
been thrown out of theirs and left them stranded and starving in the
wastelands of the Great Hunting Ground. Hester is desperate for
revenge while Tom is only desperate to get back on board his beloved
London.

Author
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Strange Star

Switzerland, 1816. On a stormy summer night, Lord Byron and his guests are
gathered round the fire. Felix, their serving boy, can't wait to hear their creepy
tales. Yet real life is about to take a chilling turn - more chilling than any tale.
Frantic pounding at the front door reveals a stranger, a girl covered in the
most unusual scars. She claims to be looking for her sister, supposedly
snatched from England by a woman called Mary Shelley. Someone else has
followed her here too, she says. And the girl is terrified.

Author
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Watership Down

A phenomenal worldwide bestseller for over forty years, Richard Adams'
spellbinding classic Watership Down is one of the best-loved novels of all
time. Set in the beautiful English countryside of the Berkshire Downs, a once
idyllic rural landscape, this stirring tale of adventure, courage and survival
follows a band of very special rabbits fleeing the destruction of their home by
a developer. Led by a stout-hearted pair of brothers, they leave the safety of
Sandleford Warren in search of a safe haven and a mysterious promised land,
skirting danger at every turn.

Author
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Carrie’s War

Albert, Carrie and young Nick are war-time evacuees whose lives get so tangled up with the
people they've come to live among that the war and their real families seem to belong to
another world. Carrie and Nick are billeted in Wales with old Mr Evans, who is so mean and
cold, and his timid mouse of a sister, Lou, who suddenly starts having secrets. Their friend
Albert is luckier, living in Druid's Bottom with warm-hearted Hepzibah Green and the
strange Mister Johnny, who can talk to animals but not to human beings. Carrie and Nick
visit him there whenever they can for Hepzibah makes life exciting and enticing with her
stories and delicious cooking. Gradually they begin to feel more at ease in their war-time
home, but then, in trying to heal the rift between Mr Evans and his estranged sister, and
save Druid's Bottom, Carrie does a terrible thing which is to haunt her for years to come.
Carrie revisits Wales as an adult and tells the story to her own children.
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Peter Pan

Come Away! Come Away! The Darling children are tucked up in bed when
Peter Pan bursts in to their nursery. Peter and his mischievous fairy Tinker Bell
entice Wendy and her brothers to fly away with them to a magical world
called Neverland. There you can swim with mermaids and play all day with the
Lost Boys. But you must watch out for pirates, especially Captain Hook. And
how do you find Neverland? Second to the right and straight on till morning of
course...

Author
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The Miraculous Journey Of
Edward Tulane

The Incredible Journey meets The Mouse and His Child, an enchanting tale
that begs to be read aloud. The magical story of the adventures of a lost toy
rabbit from a New York Times bestselling author, twice winner of the Newbery
Medal. Abilene loves her blue china rabbit, but Edward Tulane is extremely
vain and only loves himself. On a voyage from New York to London, Edward
falls overboard and from there finds himself on an amazing journey. He travels
with tramps, works as a scarecrow, comforts a dying child ...and finally learns
what it is to truly love.

Author
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The Wonderful Wizard Of Oz

Dorothy is a young girl who lives on a Kansas farm with her Uncle Henry,
Aunt Em, and little dog Toto. One day the farmhouse, with Dorothy
inside, is caught up in a tornado and deposited in a field in the country
of the Munchkins.

Author
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Floodland

In an England covered by water, Zoe lives alone in the island of Norwich, lost
by her parents in the rush to escape. Desperate to survive the marauding
gangs, she digs a derelict boat out of the mud and makes her way to Eels
Island, only to find that this island is dominated by danger too.

Author
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Boy In The Tower

When they first arrived, they came quietly and stealthily as if they tip-toed
into the world when we were all looking the other way. Ade loves living at the
top of a tower block. From his window, he feels like he can see the whole
world stretching out beneath him. His mum doesn't really like looking outside
- but it's going outside that she hates. She's happier sleeping all day inside
their tower, where it's safe. But one day, other tower blocks on the estate
start falling down around them and strange, menacing plants begin to appear.
Now their tower isn't safe anymore. Ade and his mum are trapped and there's
no way out...
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